
Superintendent’s Round Table Meeting Minutes*

From October 21, 2021

The meeting was held in the Lower Conference Room/Board Office at 9am.

In attendance:
Alex Anemone, Ed.D. - Superintendent
Daniel Novak - Director of Education
Lynda Van Dyk - Board of Education President
Teresa Dwyer – Board of Education liaison rep
Kelly Stinziano – WMPA President, Macopin Rep. & Macopin PTO President
Claire Lockwood – SEPAC WMPA Rep & WMPA VP/Treasurer
Cara Allison – WMPA UGL Rep & UGL PTA President
Tara Racano – WMPA Maple Road Rep & Maple Road PTO President
Christen Jarquin– Apshawa PTA Recording Secretary & Apshawa WMPA Rep.
April Pecoraro – Paradise Knoll PTA Corresponding Sec. & Paradise Knoll WMPA Alt. Rep.
Holly Lightly – WMPA High School Rep. & WMHS PTSO Parliamentarian

Absent:
Kerry Metzger – WMPA Marshall Hill Rep. & Marshall Hill PTA President
Caryn Goodrich – WMPA Westbrook Alt. Rep & Westbrook PTA Vice President

WMPA Items:

1. EO253

a. What is the time frame for an acceptable test result (ie.  5 days, 7 days)?

b. Who is responsible for paying for the tests?

c. Are individual principals handling the documentation for the volunteers
in their school?

d. If someone is a parent across multiple schools and opts to be tested
other than vaccination, will the test results be sufficient across all
schools?

Volunteer testing should be within an acceptable time frame of when they
would be in the building. Staff testing is due on Mondays and the group was
provided an example hand out of dates. Costs of tests are the responsibility
of the staff member or volunteer taking the test and they may submit the
receipt to their own insurance company for reimbursement. Dr. Anemone is
going to check with Dr. McQuaid on if an over the counter home test (one that
can be purchased in Walgreens, RiteAid, etc.) would be acceptable and how
the results would need to be submitted.



2. Apshawa Nurse

a. Is there a time frame as to when a new nurse will be hired?

There was a nurse approved last night for PK. There were nurses for both
Apshawa and UGL that ended up falling through. Interviews are currently
ongoing to fill the positions as quickly as possible.

3. Homework

a. Doesn’t seem to be consistent across all elementary schools.

b. With minimal homework being given in elementary schools, is there a
plan to help prepare students for homework and time management
skills as they move into Macopin and WMHS?

K-3 should be getting nightly reading and math practice (not always a
worksheet and does not have to be nightly). Grades 4 & 5 should also have
reading and math practice as well as structured study recommendations to
help with study skills.

4. Field Trips

a. Is there any way buses could have a return time later than 1:15?

With the bus driver shortage (not only in WM but across the United States),
the focus is on getting students to and from school. The old return time was
1:30. Principals are looking into the possibility of charter buses for trips. The
Transportation Department will be holding an open house to work on
recruiting new drivers. All drivers must hold a commercial license (WMTPS
will help with obtaining the license) whether they are driving a 54 passenger
school bus or a mini van or suv for the district.

5. Typing

a. Is typing being taught and by who?

The district is trying to incorporate keyboarding skills into lessons. Mr. Novak
will bring typing up with the tech committee when they meet.

6. Substitute Computer Access

a. Is there a way for there to be a general log in for each school so
substitutes can access the computers? Some are not comfortable
having to log in under the teacher.



The district can look into options for a solution.

FOLLOW UPS

1. Masking Policy

a. Any update on if there will be one?

Principals are not reporting issues, so there won’t be a district policy at this
time.

2. School Messenger

a. Are texts limited on characters?

b. Can School Messenger send someone to offer a webinar or some
instruction for parents struggling to navigate the program?

There is a limit on how many characters can be in a text message but there is
also the ability to imbed a link into the text. There can probably be some kind
of in house information to help parents that may have trouble navigating the
change. In cases where parents are separate and both need to be main
points of contact in the system, those families should reach out to the main
office of their school.

3. Lunches

a. Is it possible for Jeff from Pomptonian to join a meeting?

Jeff is out on sick leave at the moment but there is potential for the person
standing in for him to come to a meeting. Dr. Anemone asked if there were
particular issues that needed to be addressed. One issue is the quality of the
lunches being served, even before supply chain delays.

OTHER

Mr. Novak provided the group with the Chromebook Protection Plan and Chromebook
1:1 Program “At A Glance” documentation to review. Discussed were some questions,
concerns and possible edits. Mr. Novak stated he would send the digital copies to Kelly
Stinziano to share with the group to get further parent feedback.

*Minutes taken at the Superintendent’s Roundtable Meeting by:  Kelly Stinziano,
WMPA President).


